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School of the Wild
An outdoor excursion
School of the Wild is a program that the
University of Iowa sets up for the school
district. It is five days where students go
outdoors and spend the day outdoors. It is
a unique opportunity that the University of
Iowa sets up and that not every school gets
to do.
The sixth graders get to go at the beginning
of the year to Lake MacBride each year to
explore the outdoors. Longfellow
Elementary School got to go September 13
to 21, skipping some days because of the
weekend or days off.
Last year, they had to go on Zoom and did
not get to go to Lake MacBride.
Sixth graders at Longfellow Elementary
went on September 14, 15, 17, 20 and 21.
One of the people who got to go on this
field trip was Zelda Ayers. She is one of the
sixth graders from Longfellow Elementary
School.
“The activities were fun,” Ayers said. “One
of the activities was to build shelters and
then to see how watertight the shelters were.
The teachers would pour water on the
shelter while we were inside.”

Picture Caption: The University of Iowa Hawkeyes huddle together. The team won their game over Penn State on
October 9. (Flickr.com)

Awen Li and Sonya Zhu

Hawkeyes Win on October 9
Updates on their football game against Penn State
On Saturday, October 9, the Hawkeyes went
head-to-head with Penn State in the most
thrilling Hawkeye game since 1958, hosted at
Kinnick Stadium. They won 23 to 20.
The game was epic and hard-won with
teamwork. The stadium was crowded with
people from both sides!
Kinnick resides deep downtown in Iowa
City. “It’s a pretty special place when the
lights go on and the sun goes down,” Iowa
coach Kirk Ferentz said to AP.

Picture Caption: The sun shines bright at the University of
Iowa. The University of Iowa hosted the School of the
Wild program for middle schoolers. (Wikipedia)

During the game, the Hawkeyes intercepted
Penn State four times. There were 11 Penn
State penalties, most of them false due to an
enthusiastic crowd.

Several injuries happened during the game.
Cornerback Riley Moss made a diving
interception during midfield and hurt his
left leg. He got back up, then had to go off
the field. He had made four interceptions
that season, and was replaced by junior
Terry Roberts. Fullback Monte Pottebaum
was injured and went off the field.
The Lions’ starting quarterback, Sean
Clifford, was clean tackled by Hawkeye
linebacker Jack Campbell while throwing
an incomplete pass near the end of the
second quarter. He fell hard on his left
shoulder. Clifford was replaced by
freshman Ta’Quan Roberson in the final
half.

The game makes for six wins in a row for the The game was an amazing spectacle. The
Hawkeyes have some more games to come
Hawks for ranked opponents, and 12 in a
in the near future, too! Go Hawkeyes!
row overall.

Chinese Story Time
Interview with ICPL’s Wang

Grow Gives Back
More about the organization

The Quiet End
Climate change’s impact

Sonya Zhu

Florence He-Yu

John Galvez

Fang Wang is a librarian at the Iowa City
Public Library who does story times
about China on Tuesday. She answered
several questions!
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Grow: Johnson County is an
organization that plants and harvests
many different crops and donates them
to food banks and schools.
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As we head into the 21st Century, climate
change and its dangers are becoming
more and more apparent.
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A Chinese Culture Themed Story Time
More about the program presented by the Iowa City Public Library
Fang Wang is a librarian at the Iowa City
Public Library who does story times about
China on Tuesdays. She answered several
questions about preparing for story times,
the people who come to story times and
more!
She reads Chinese culture-themed stories
and makes simple songs in the Chinese
language to help young kids understand
China better.
The first question I asked her is whether
she enjoys her story times, which she does
very much! Then I asked how she feels
during them. Wang can get pretty excited
when her participants follow along well,
but if she forgets something, she can get a
little nervous.
Next, I asked about how long it took to

prepare for her 15- to 30-minute-long
story times.
“Usually around two hours for a 30-min
session, then a little time cleaning up
afterward,” Wang said. “My colleagues
also spend some time editing the video for
the ICPL YouTube channel.”

circle time once the pandemic is over. I
enjoyed the interview very much and
learned several new things from it. I hope
you did too!

After that, I questioned her about whether
she thought her patrons enjoyed her story
times. She thinks most of them, especially
when they learn new things about China
and its culture!
Lastly, I asked, “If you were a person
going to your own story time, would you
enjoy it?”
Wang believes that she would love it, but
she wishes that they could do crafts or

Picture Caption: Fang Wang reads a story time to kids at
the Iowa City Public Library. She hosts her event every
Tuesday.

Sonya Zhu

Meet the Li’s
They consider a new member
When a person and their family adopt
their first dog or puppy, they’re probably
really excited, because now the whole
family has a new friend right in their
house!
Recently, the Li household of Iowa City
has started thinking about adopting a
young, friendly puppy sometime soon,
once 10-year-old Awen Li’s mom starts
feeling a little better.
Picture Caption: A mini goldendoodle spends some time outdoors. Zariah’s current dog Dash is a mini
goldendoodle. (Wikimedia)

Awen Li

One More Pup for Zariah?
She convinces her family to consider adoption
Zariah wants a mini goldendoodle to a be
a friend for Dash, their first
goldendoodle. Her mom says if the
breeder has puppies this year, Zariah can
get a puppy. Zariah convinced her dad to
get the second puppy although he didn’t
want to.
Dash is low shedding. Dash is three years
old and he is a mini goldendoodle.
Poodles come in three sizes: standard,

According to Awen, her family is thinking
about taking in a small, non-shedding
puppy. Their current species candidates
are a toy poodle, Maltese and Chinese
crested dogs. They’re planning on buying
a dog puzzle, rope and chewy toy for the
dog and will let the dog into their backyard
to play sometimes. He’ll be walked
around once or twice a day. The Li’s are
expecting to adopt a male dog around 10
weeks old. They’re super excited for this!

miniature poodles and toy poodles. Dash
is a 75 percent miniature poodle and 25
percent goldendoodle mix breed, called
the F1b mini goldendoodle. Mini
goldendoodles live 12 to 16 years.
The reason they won’t get a teacup
goldendoodle is that teacups have a lot of
health problems. Teacup goldendoodles
weren’t bred for their temperament or
health, only their small size.
Picture Caption: A Maltese looks into the camera. A
Maltese is one of the dog breeds that the Li family are
considering for adoption.
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West High Marches On
Two bands play at the game

Picture Caption: A marching band performs. West High
School and Northwest Junior High collobrated in a
recent Friday night show.

The West High School marching band has
been collaborating with the Northwest
Junior High band for over 20 years now.
This year was no exception.

The piece performed was “Crazy Train,”
by Ozzy Osbourne, arranged for a
marching band.
The West High marching band had just
finished performing their routines for the
pieces “Come Together” by the Beatles
and “I’m Still Standing” by Elton John,
when the eighth graders of Northwest
Junior High marched onto the field.
Both bands have been practicing their
songs since the beginning of the school
year and most members were excited to
finally perform.
The football team may have lost the
game, but the performance was most
definitely not a loss. The song was
performed very well and received a
standing ovation from the audience.

On Friday, September 17, the West High
Trojan marching band and the Northwest
Junior High Trojan marching band
performed for many West High students
and families at the fifth game of the 2021
high school football season.
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All About Sonya Zhu
A caring friend
Sonya Zhu is a caring friend because
when Mom has been sick, every time we
met, she asked: “How’s your mom?” I felt
happy that she was a good friend.
Zhu likes to be a goofy friend that plays
foosball with me downstairs. She also
likes Genshin Impact, talking with me,
eating snacks and reading. One of her
favorite book series is Wings of Fire and
her favorite food is mac and cheese.

Picture Caption: Sonya Zhu poses for the camera. Zhu
was interviewed by her friend Awen Li.

Picture Caption: A wide assortment of vegetables are placed in baskets. Organization Grow: Johnson County plants and harvests many different crops.

Florence He-Yu

Grow: Johnson County Gives Back
Local farm grows produce for food banks
Grow: Johnson County is an organization that plants and
harvests many different crops and donates them to food banks
and schools.
Their mission is to “improve healthy food access through
charitable food production and hands-on education,” per their
website. Most of the work is done by volunteers of various ages.
The organization grows food at the Johnson County Historic
Poor Farm, which is located on Melrose Avenue. The crops
grown their range from watermelons to carrots to tomatoes.

When they are fully grown, volunteers go out to the fields and
harvest them by hand. Then, they are brought to a shed to be
washed and packaged. Afterwards, a food truck comes by to pick
them up.
Before, individual food banks would send their own trucks to
come pick up food, but now most of the food is picked up the
organization Table to Table, which then redistributes it to all of
the various food banks. Grow: Johnson County is an incredible
operation run by volunteers that benefits everyone in need in our
community.
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Climate Change: The Quiet End
An in-depth look into climate change’s impact on our planet
As we continue into the 21st Century,
climate change and its dangers are
becoming more and more apparent.
Climate change or global warming is an
extreme problem that future generations,
including our own, will have to deal with.
Global warming is caused by something
called the greenhouse effect, which traps
heat from outer space heating the Earth.
Recent studies have predicted that global
warming will become irreversible between
the years of 2027 and 2043.
Let me tell you what I mean by
irreversible. As you now know the Earth is
heating. At a specific degree the
temperature and pollution reach a level in
which humans lose all control.
Ice in the Artic regions would melt,

causing the once 50 to 70 percent
reflection rate of the ice to extremely low
six percent reflection of the water. After
enough ice has melted, water continues to
absorb more and more heat eventually
being able to start forest fires which would
release all the carbon in trees, causing
even more damage and temperature
trapping.

Now this might seem like a joke or a hoax
but it’s not, and all this is happening right
now. As of now the only thing we can do is
make a contribution and try to stop creating
waste. Do whatever you can even if all that
is is spreading the word.

Even if we could remove all pollution,
climate change could be a threat. A study
conducted by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency
estimates that the average person makes
around 4.9 pounds of trash every day.
Another study conducted by National
Geographic suggested that 3.5 million
TONS of trash are made globally daily.

Picture Caption: An image of planet Earth from outer
space. Due to climate change, Earth’s appearance is
changing.

Sonya Zhu

Wings of Fire Review
Insight into the series
There are a lot of great books out there!
One of them is a series called Wings of
Fire. It’s a series placed in the future,
narrated in third person by dragons.
On the continent of Pyrrhia, a huge war
rages, three sides against each other.
When one of the dragon queens died, her
three heirs started to fight it against each
other for the throne.

Picture Caption: A band performs during a Colorado State Rams game. The Rams lost to the Hawkeyes on
September 25.

John Galvez

Hawkeyes Score Victory

This series is cool because it has lots of
characters. A different dragon narrates
each book. The perspectives and
personalities are each unique in their own
way!
The events in Wings of Fire are surprising
and very vivid in the reader’s eye. This is a
great series!

More on their game against the Rams
On September 25, the Iowa Hawkeyes
had a blazing victory in a game against the
Colorado State Rams. These two college
football teams had a competitive match
full of touchdowns and fouls.
The Iowa Hawkeyes are one of the three
state school teams in Iowa, while the
Colorado Rams are one of the five
college teams in Colorado. On
September 25, the Iowa Hawkeyes and

Colorado Rams clashed in an intense
round with a massive audience. The
match was performed at Kinnick
Stadium, a stadium located in Iowa.
The sun moved to the perfect angle
keeping the stadium cool for a majority of
the game. It was an awesome game and
very enjoyable.
Picture Caption: Sonya Zhu shows off her Wings of Fire
collection. This is one of her favorite book series.
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Stepping Into History
Step Afrika performs

“I like how they always changed the
background for every different scene,”
said Carver Ludvigson, a seventh grader.
“I wish there [were] a bit more lyrics like
they sang more.”

John Galvez

As one of the spectators at the
performance I can say that I enjoyed the
performance.

Sonya Zhu has been an awesome person
to work with on this writing journey. I did
a small interview to get some information
on her!

It had a great story teaching history. The
rhythms and music were spectacular and
energizing and I couldn’t help myself
from tapping along.
Picture Caption: A Step Afrika presenter is joined by
kids. North Central Junior High students attended a
recent performance.

Step Afrika, founded in 1994, teaches
about African American history through
music and dance. Hancher Auditorium,
where the show was performed, is a theater
in Iowa City which is almost half a century
old!
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Overall, Step Afrika is a great
organization. The choreography and
music are catchy and beautiful, and the
story is great.

All About Sonya Zhu
More about the young writer

One of her favorite book series is The
Boxcar Children, while her favorite move
is Frozen II. She plays the cello and piano
and loves spring. It was a super nice
experience not just working with Sonya
but with everyone at this meeting.

They also did a nice job matching the
history and themes.

Earlier this month on Friday, September
10, Step Afrika performed a show in front
of North Central Junior High’s seventh
and eighth graders.

Picture Caption: Sonya Zhu poses for the camera. Zhu
was interviewed by her in-class partner John Galvez.

.

Picture Caption: Two fencers face off in an intense match. Zelda Ayers participated in fencing when she was younger.
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All About Zelda Ayers
The latest updates on her life
Zelda Ayers is a girl who was born at the University of Iowa
Health Care center. Her favorite color is lavender purple. She
has three siblings and three cats.
“My life is very interesting,” Ayers said. “I have a lot of cats. I
play the violin. I also have one annoying younger brother.”

“I would do basketball,” Ayers said, when asked what sports she
would choose.
She also did have a kitten but sadly it died. The kitten that died
was named Beatrix. Beatrix died from a disease.
She also had a dog whose name was Clair but died from old age.

Ayers plays no sports but did fencing. She went to practices
regularly but did not attend competitions.
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